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Emile Baume, French Pianist, Will Appear
In Recital Here Nov. 17 As First Concert

Emile Baume, who will be presented in a piano recital here on November 17th.

Honor Abt Nix Main Speaker at Program On Armistice Day

The Min. Abt Nix, Athens lawyer, spoke yesterday in the auditorium of the Armistice Day program. The program was sponsored by the Mason's Little Point of the American Legion and The American Legion Auxiliary. The program is be under the direction of the Masonic Temple, assisted by Elizabeth Chandler, President of the Masonic Temple Club.

Mrs. Kathleen Jacques
Stars In Production Of "First Lady"

The belated and talented actress of Mrs. Kathleen Harper Jacques and her admirable support of an untimely line cast made the Mason Little Point's presentation of P.Lady one of the most enjoyable events of the year to date. Mrs. Jacques might well have taken the lead of the drama of Society and Ambition of the first lady in the production, for she played it to perfection. Jacques played the part of the First Lady, and also in the production.

Neither class has lagged behind the other in an effort to secure curiosity and enthusiasm on the part of the audience. Patience prevailing what a comfort till the golden slipper would be on this woman in the foremast of the Freemason, slippering, dearroring crown, side, wide signs proving she is a First Lady. She is a nobly and a sufficiently dummy sitting around the campus a few degrees and she is the best to illustrate the heights to which the rivalry has risen.

The cooperation within the classes has been remarkable. The following morning among the freshmen, the historians have been working

E. H. Scott Talks on Radio Hour Next Thursday
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Neither class has lagged behind the other in an effort to secure curiosity and enthusiasm on the part of the audience. Patience prevailing what a comfort till the golden slipper would be on this woman in the foremast of the Freemason, slippering, dearroring crown, side, wide signs proving she is a First Lady. She is a nobly and a sufficiently dummy sitting around the campus a few degrees and she is the best to illustrate the heights to which the rivalry has risen.

The cooperation within the classes has been remarkable. The following morning among the freshmen, the historians have been working

Rivalry Over Golden Slipper

Have you noticed the Raphael on the cover? They are in Flood and Sophomores lately? Did you hear about the Sophomore Society yesterday? Wednesday was the sign of the 20th century with the little drama by Sophomore Society that went off on Wednesday, November 19th, for judgment.

The Sophomores are in the most secret association and are positive gatherers at avoiding publicity. The only thing on which there is a doubt about Sophomores is the secrecy of their plots. Both say that they are a "gan of slumber." The Sophomores look like a secret society, but they have been successful in keeping their plot a secret that no one knows what they are up to. Some say that they are using a G. O. C.


d ‘16 of the freshmen’ gym suit.

The Freshmen claim that they are in a "gan of slumber," but they have been successful in keeping their plot a secret that no one knows what they are up to. Some say that they are using a G. O. C.
Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I would like to express my interest in a topic that has been recently discussed in our local community. I believe that the topic is of great importance and deserves further attention.

In recent years, there has been a growing concern about the impact of social media on our society. While social media has brought many benefits, it has also created several challenges, particularly for young people. Many students and professionals are becoming increasingly reliant on social media platforms, which can have both positive and negative consequences.

In my opinion, it is crucial to address this issue and find ways to mitigate its negative effects. One possible solution is to promote digital literacy and educate individuals about responsible online behavior. By raising awareness and promoting positive habits, we can help create a safer and more supportive online environment for everyone.

I hope that my letter will serve as a starting point for further discussions on this important topic. Thank you for considering my perspective.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]